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MU L T I - C L O UD  P L AT F O RM S

CSI POWERCLOUD
CSI’s PowerCloud delivers limitless, burstable compute
without the need for capital expenditure to buy, house
and maintain any physical systems.

You can access secure, scalable storage through our
opex and on-demand model and never pay for unused
compute again. Any workload can take advantage of
cloud computing – unrestricted by the underlying
infrastructure, operating system or application code.

As enterprises adopt a multi-cloud strategy, applications
and data must be always-on and available on-demand,
across all clouds whether private or public. Combining
the strengths of both into a multi-cloud meets the
demands of today’s innovative and competitive
organisations. This is the world of the CSI PowerCloud.

Right cloud. Right workload. Right outcome.

Few businesses were born in the cloud. 

For most, a mixture of on-premise, private, and public cloud environments 
is a function of legacy, necessity or both.

CSI’s expertise spans each scenario - from remote management of       
on-premises infrastructure and traditional hosting to architecture 
modernisation and greenfield deployment of public clouds.

We have also developed our own, innovative CSI PowerCloud enabling IBM i, AIX, Linux and Windows platforms to be connected at wire-speed to any cloud in the world. 
Our clients can optimise workload efficiency and enterprise performance by securely connecting critical compute with new and emerging applications.

CS I POWERCLOUD EXCHANGE
CSI’s PowerCloud Exchange enables you to harness the
privacy and security of a private cloud with the flexibility
and agility of the world’s most popular public SaaS and
IaaS cloud services.

You can access secure, wire-speed connectivity between
multiple clouds, reducing the distance between users
and workloads, accelerating speed-to-market and
increasing performance.

As customer expectations increase, interaction with
brands needs to be fast, fulfilling and cost-effective.
Direct interconnection between enterprises, applications
and data in real-time supports an ecosystem that can
withstand the digital disruption and digital threats.

MONITORING & MANAGEMENT
If IT architecture isn’t your core business, chances 
are it’s a costly distraction from your core business. 
Not anymore. 

CSI’s experts can remove the burden of resource-
heavy architecture monitoring, management and 
maintenance, liberating your IT team to focus on 
projects that drive innovation and growth.

In a global economy, 24-hour IT operations are the 
norm but the cost can be high. CSI’s team of 
operations experts monitor, support and manage 
infrastructure services around the clock with high 
levels of first-time problem solving to deliver the 
system availability you require.

“Multi-cloud Strategy Boosts IT Transformation”

• 51% of respondents hit roadblocks while planning and 
executing their IT transformation initiatives

• 64% listed legacy infrastructure as the top barrier

• 63% claimed taking a multi-cloud approach led to the most progress

Survey by IDG Research Services



TECHNOLOGY I S THE MEANS . OUTCOMES ARE THE END .
YOUR PERPETUAL EDGE 

The world cares less and less about the specific IT and more and more about what it can do. 
That’s why we take a technology-neutral, outcomes-biased approach. 

G R OW
We help unlock our clients’ capital 
and liberate their IT teams so that 
both can be redeployed to optimise 

digital performance and secure 
new levels of growth.

S A V E
We enable our clients to 

operationalise lean business models 
and harness the kind of efficiencies 

that translate cost management 
into competitive advantage.

I N N O V A T E
Our deep expertise in optimising digital 

performance in commercially critical 
environments means our clients can 
deliver new experiences and value, 

at new speed and scale.

P R O T E C T
We combine practical 

experience with cognitive 
computing to keep 

our clients’ data and 
reputation safe from harm.


